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Overview

GPU Kernel Detection from Graphical Algorithm Representations

• Algorithm - sequence of operations on some input 
• Algorithms can be represented as directed graphs 
• Nodes represent values, edges represent operations

What do these graphs look like?
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def matrix(a,b): 
    for arow in range(len(a)): 
        for bcol in range(len(b[0])): 
            for brow in range(len(b)): 
                out[arow][bcol] += a[arow][brow] * b[brow][bcol] 
 
    print("Resulting matrix:")  
    for e in out: 
       print(e)
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out[arow][bcol] += a[arow][brow] * b[brow][bcol]

…

…
CPU GPU

…
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out[arow][bcol] += a[arow][brow] * b[brow][bcol]

…

…
CPU GPU

…

Could we generate the kernel 
which gets executed in each 
thread?
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• Nodes represent values 
• Edges represent operations
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• Nodes represent values 
• Edges represent operations

• Disconnected subgraphs 
• Isomorphisms
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Input values can be identified by nodes without incoming edges
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Output values can be identified by nodes without outgoing edges 
Complete paths to generate output nodes can be traversed
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Graph contains all the information needed to generate the algorithm! 
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Graph contains all the information needed to generate the algorithm! 
Disconnected isomorphic graphs can be executed in parallel
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Graph contains all the information needed to generate the algorithm! 
Disconnected isomorphic graphs can be executed in parallel
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chunk1  = [a00, a01, b00, b10, c00] 
chunk2  = [a00, a01, b01, b11, c01]
…

Group input values of each thread into a chunk:
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Graph contains all the information needed to generate the algorithm! 
Disconnected isomorphic graphs can be executed in parallel
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initMem = [chunk1, chunk2, chunk3, … ]

chunk1  = [a00, a01, b00, b10, c00] 
chunk2  = [a00, a01, b01, b11, c01]
…

Group input values of each thread into a chunk:

Memory copied to the GPU is contiguous
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Graph contains all the information needed to generate the algorithm! 
Disconnected isomorphic graphs can be executed in parallel

b00 
b10 =b01 

b11
a00 
a10

a01 
a11

c00 
c10

c01 
c11

initMem = [chunk1, chunk2, chunk3, … ]
Group input values of each thread into a chunk

Memory copied to the GPU is contiguous

Traversing the graph gives the algorithm to 
generate output nodes!
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Algorithm programmed 
with hooks 

(or nodes and edges)
Graph generation

Kernel Identification 
(flood fill)

Identify output values
Reconstruction to  
reproduce output 

values

Reconstruct path to 
output values
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• Generate kernels for isomorphic graph groups

• Kernels are then launched in parallel

__global__ void codegraphKernel(float* a, float* c, const int chunkSize, const int limit) {  
    int threadid = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x * blockDim.y +  
                   threadIdx.y * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x; 
    // Don't calculate for elements outside of matrix 
    if (threadid >= limit) 
      return;  
 
    int chunkidx = threadid * chunkSize; 
     
    // Calculate 
    c[threadid] = a[chunkidx + 0]  +  a[chunkidx + 1]  *  a[chunkidx + 2]  +   
                  a[chunkidx + 3]  *  a[chunkidx + 4]; 
}

// Copy to device 
float* dev_initmem = 0;  
float* dev_out = 0;  
float out[4];  
cudaMalloc(&dev_initmem, initSize * sizeof(float)); 
cudaMalloc(&dev_out, 4 * sizeof(float)); 
 
cudaMemcpy(dev_initmem, initmem, initSize * sizeof(float), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 
 
// Run on device 
codegraphKernel<<<1,initSize>>>(dev_initmem, dev_out, chunkSize, limit); 
 
// Copy results 
cudaMemcpy(out, dev_out, 4 * sizeof(float), cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
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• Generate kernels for isomorphic graph groups

• Kernels are then launched in parallel

__global__ 
    int
                   threadIdx.y * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    // Don't calculate for elements outside of matrix
    if 
      return
 
    int
     
    // Calculate
    c[threadid] = a[chunkidx + 
                  a[chunkidx + 
}

// Copy to device
float* dev_initmem = 
float* dev_out = 
float out[
cudaMalloc
cudaMalloc
 
cudaMemcpy
 
// Run on device
codegraphKernel<<<
 
// Copy results
cudaMemcpy

2.6-2.9x
kernel speedup compared to 
naive hand-written code for 
square matrix multiplication

Kernel execution time for 20x20 matrix multiplication
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Proof of concept 
It works! Kernels can be generated from any combination of nodes and edges. 

Memory alignment 
Input memory is pre-aligned. Input memory is grouped into chunks by thread, allowing built-
in optimisation. 

Abstraction 
Allows parallelisation of algorithms using graph analysis techniques. Perhaps opens new 
methods of optimising algorithms for parallel systems. Possible performance optimisation 
when combined with other automated optimisation techniques. 

Automatic parallelisation 
Future improvements can include automated loop unrolling using GPU directives. 

Dimension allocation 
Automatic suggestion of optimised grid and thread kernel launch parameters can be 
generated from input memory and thread memory chunking.

Outcomes

GPU Kernel Detection from Graphical Algorithm Representations


